RESUME AND COVER LETTER
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What we are Covering Today
A brief outline

Today we will talk about resumes,
why they are important,
what a good resume includes and
looks like.
along with what a cover letter
should include

What is a resume?
A resume is a 1-2 page document that gives a
brief look at someone’s past experience,
skills, and qualifications.
A resume should summarize but also
exemplify your skills/experience and include
the experience relevant to the job you want.
Make sure you meet the job requirements
and relate job skill/duty requirements to your
skills as much as possible

Who needs a resume?
Everyone! As we said, you need it for so

many things. They aren’t that
complicated to write, but
once you have one you can just update it every so
often so you always have it on hand.

Good Resume Vs Bad Resume

PARTS OF RESUME:

EDUCATION

EXPERIENCE

SKILLS

This section will describe all of
your educational experience.
Never include anything before
high school. In fact, as you get
older, most people will not
include their high school
information at all.

Make sure you describe and
detail job duties that exemplify
skills learned. If no previous jobs
experience, list extracurricular
activities and leadership
positions.

Try to relate skills to those
required/requested for by the
job post. Be descriptive and
concise with the skill set you
choose to list. Whatever skills
you list, make sure they are
TRUE!

Education
List current school of attendance,
including major, minor, and GPA.
Only include GPA if it is high (think 3.0 and
above).
List any accolades of importance:
Valedictorian, Salutatorian, Summa Cum
Laude, etc.
List any classes relevant to the job or
scholarship of interest. You can also
include how many dual credit hours
completed or AP courses.

Experience
Bad Example:
Chili’s - Waitress
Waited tables
Handled customer service issues
Good Example:
Chili’s - Waitress
Served several tables at once, correctly
recorded customer orders, processed
payments, and responded appropriately
to guests needs and concerns
Took necessary steps to meet customer
needs and effectively resolve food service
issues

Example: Cici’s Pizza -Team Lead
Sorted through fellow
employee scheduling issues,
delegated closing duties to
each employee, and assisted in
the training of new members.

Skills

If jobs skills call for an employee with
excellent leadership skills, this can be
listed on the skills portion of the resume
and integrated into job experience duties
Avoid overused, “hype” words or phrases
such as “good communicator” or
“dependable.” While these are good skills
to have, consider highlighting other areas
such as “bilingual,” “active listener,” and
“adaptability and flexibility.”

GENERAL RESUME TIPS:
When tailoring your resume, never
delete the original. Simply copy and
paste into a new document and edit
from there, so you always have your
original!
Double-check for ANY typos or errors!
Sometimes, your errors may say more
about you than your actual content!
Your resume should usually fit on one
page, plus a cover page. If you go over
the limit by a few lines, try reformatting
and editing to fit on one page.
A Resume should only go to two pages
if there is SUBSTANTIAL, relevant
material

COVER LETTER:
Cover letters give you a chance to speak on behalf of your
resume and experiences since the things that you’ve done
might not speak for themselves or be an exact fit. Your job is
to show the employer why your past experience is transferable
and relevant to the job you’re applying for. Tell them why your
experience should matter to them.
Don’t stress! Follow these guidelines and remember - this
letter is about what you can do for the company, not what
they can do for you.

A COVER LETTER SHOULD BE 3 PARAGRAPHS
PARAGRAPH #1

PARAGRAPH #3

Introduction:
Tell the employer why you are writing
and interested in the job)
Who are you? (Not your name!)
You can include how you found the
posting and if you were personally
referred or have a contact, drop the
name here.

Conclusion:
Restate in one sentence how you
can add value to their team.
Show your interest in the company
and thank them for their
consideration.
If you do have a contact name and
can follow up, let them know you
will and then DO IT! (1-2 weeks is a
good timeframe.)

PARAGRAPH #2
Body: Sales Pitch: .
Show the employer you are a good fit
for the position and get an
interview
Choose 3 skills/traits the employer is
requiring and show how you meet these
requirements.
This is essentially a 6 sentence
paragraph.
DO NOT restate everything that is on
your resume.

FORMAT OF COVER LETTER

Conclusion
The key to a good resume is all in the small details.
Taking the time to create a really well-rounded, wellcrafted resume could make all the difference when
you are looking for a job one day.

Application
Choose either a job you have had, volunteer
experience, or an extracurricular.
In the Bitly link, take the time to explain it as it
would be on your actual resume; what position, the
dates, and your key duties, all in resume format.
Start your resume if you don't have it already, you
can upload it on the bitly for us to review.

Bitly.com
Be Inspired

IMAGINATION IS MORE
IMPORTANT THAN KNOWLEDGE.
ALBERT EINSTEIN

